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FIELD TRAINING 

IN this number we have an account of the Field Training Centre, Royal 
Army Medical Corps, by a keen exponent and in recent issues have had several 
accounts of field work and "Rock" exercises whic::h have stressed field training. 
These show the measures which are' being taken at present to try to bridge the 
gap between war and peace conditions and to ensure that the members of the 
Medical Services are in fact ready for service in the field, should and when 
emergencies arise. 

Very different were the experiences of 'many in the Service in past years. 
Fiucl.ncial andother limitations restricted for many their service to purely peace
time, civilian. pattern, professional and technical work with only oc'casional 
spasms (spasms were perhaps indeed the correct term for many) of service, in 
camp, on special exercises.or even during field days. But, even on or in these, 
the medical officer and man often did little field training and his work was 
limited for a variety of reasons to peacetime types of routine work. . 

Very seldom indeed did a formed, fully formed not skeleton, make believe 
unit appear as such and function as such in the field or on field exercises. The. 
expense was too great; training grants should more properly be spent on train
ing of fighting troops, not Services; there were not enough medical men and 
other ranks to spare from normaY'fixed duties; it cost money to use up .equip
ment, bandages, tent pegs and even the famous safety-pin (about which the 
correspondence cost six months and 3s. 9d. at penny postage rates). 

It is true that there were summer training camps and particularly camps of 
the Territorial Army and O.T.C. at which medical units sometimes actually 
appeared in formation and functioned as such in thefie1d; but there was often 
little realism, often much make-believe and much restriction to camp and peace 
routine. 

It is. also true that there were at times tinofficially arra~ged and unexpected 
training camps of the various excursions and alarms in the outposts of Empire; 
the Indian frontier, Burma, Malaya, Malabar, China, Palestine, Eastand West 
Africa. But the numbers of personnel of the Medical Services involved were 
small and few were the fortunates who were able to gain this field training and' 
acquire this valuable personal experience. All the more valuable in Wme ways 
from the very fact that finance and the exigencies of the service limited the 
equipment and numbers with a consequent maximum need and exercise of 
ingenuity in the use of improvised material and equipment. 
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It was, of course, in ,many ways a great compliment to the Medical Services 
that they were expected by, combatant commanders and administrators to , 

produce, possibly at a couple of days' notice, fdrmed medical units fit for and 
capable of taking immediate part with, and do the field w,ork for trained 
combatant units of a brigade ordered off on some immediate alarm. The 
astonishing and pleasing aspect of such compliment was that the medical units 
and personnel so often did, in fact, function creditably ,and soon fulfilled their 
job at a field trained standard. Let us quote an actual example, readers can 
possibly bring to mind similar instances. 

Sudden alarm on Monday on the Frontier; on Tuesday troubles, turmoil, 
telegrams and tribal activity; Nth Brigade ordered to mobilize at P-: --, on 
Wednesday; Nth Field Ambulance ordered to mobilize on Thursday, to join 
Brigade on Friday night, entrain on Saturday morning at 0600 hours, reach 
destination at 1200 hours and march 14 miles with Brigade at 1400 hours. The 
equipment was at three different places in or near P---,the officers and men 
of all grades and types at various stations at distances from 30 to 300 miles, 
many had never been on field service and few on any recent field exercise. 

They did,it. 
They were ready (except for two water tank trailers for which there were no 

hooks on the towing vehicles) for the' march on Saturday at 14.30 hours when 
heavy rain temporarily stopped proceedings and were complimented on their 
turnout next day by the Divisional Commander. 

But these are small units, numbers affected are-small and the presence of 
one or two with past experience of field work and field training made all the 
, difference. 

Under our present set up many are and will be given the opportunity of 
Field Training and at least should "know how" when ithe emergency arises. ' 

In addition to this Field Training the maintenance of physical fitness in all 
ranks, very particularly the senior ranks, is a parallel necessity. 'It is in the 
early stages of the emergency very often that the greatest physiCal exertion, 
the severest physical discomfort' and the heaviest mental responsibility 4re 
incurred; and it is then that those "breakdowns" occur which are so discoIlcert
ing and which so disrupt the planned arrangements., If readers will forgive 
references to personal experience, it is perhaps of interest as an illustr:ltion of 
this point to mention that during the initial stages of the Japanese invasion 
of Burma and the subsequent retreat of all British forces through the wild 
country of the Burma-India frontier no less than nine seniors (medical officers 
and warrant officers) collapsed physically and/or mentally, not wounded or sick, 
and had to be evacuated, when evacuation was extremely difficult. The loss at 
a. critical time of nine ~enior experienced men, who naturally held key positions 
amongst our very limited resources, made administration and control, already 
difficult from the circumsfances, no easier. 

This was undoubtedly due to the very natural and at that time rather 
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normal attitude in apparently quiet corners of the Empire towards the removal 
of unfit seniors from responsible posts under peace conditions of service: 
reluctance to reCognize that certain seniors were senile and unfit, certainly 
physically and possibly mentally unfit for the excursions, alarms and stresses 
of unexpected field service. 

"Or you can't go pushing old so-and-so out of the Service, he hasn't done 
his thirty years," or "he hasn't earned his full pension," or "he is still doing 
quite a good job," or "we are so short of personnel that we cannot replace him." 
Such was the peacetime attitude towards the retention of persons who were 
known to be or quite obviously could be seen to be physically unfit. The Seniors 
hung on 'in key positions doing and possibly very capably doing 'normal, routine, 
peacetime duties. But when the sudden emergency involved the whole organiz
ation and all medical personnel serving in it, then the physically andinentally 
unfit soon collapsed under the stress 6f that emergency. 

In a letter in our correspondence pages of this number this matter of 
physical fitness is mentioned from a different angle, from the point of view of 
the carriage of the Soldiers' Load and the fatigue caused by the unaccustomed 
carriage of that load, the restrictions of ill-balanced equipment and the pain 
and discomfort of sore feet unaccustomed to marching. Those who have been 
involved in any of these sudden excursions will probably recall the fatigue of 
the second, third and fourth days with the consequent reductiori of efficiency 
and realize the truth of the dictum "there is no training for marching like 
marching."-

. Our field training methods have improved out of all recognition compared 
with past decades and personnel are given that practical experience which is so ' 
valuable and essential.' But combined with this training must be a continual 
maintenance of the physical fitness of ALL those so trained; hard physical 
fitness, particularly of Senior key men and women whose expe'rience and train
ing should be so valuable to meet emergency. It is in fact a duty of Senior 
Commanders and adminstrators to see that both they themselves and also those 
under their control maintain their personal fitness. The physically and mentally 
unfit should be weeded out, or, perhaps more kindly put, relegated to work more 
suited to their capacity, and that they should not be left in key positions to 
collapse in those first critical times of emergency for which the forces have been 
prepared by' their field training. 
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